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also, if you are looking to unlock bios, you should be aware of the hp motherboard unlock password,
which is a very simple, but effective procedure. there are many many guides online for this, and i

have seen one of the popular guides unlock it in 5 minutes. reset hp elitebook password quickly and
easily! a password reset is not the same as a reset password, but it can be used to reset the

password and is easy to follow. note that the reset hp elitebook password process is best suited to a
personal computer, and it is not recommended to use on a business computer. hp elitebook

password reset should be done carefully so that the original hp elitebook password is not lost. before
starting the reset hp elitebook password process, save the original hp elitebook password and make
sure to have a backup password. hi, i have an hp pavilion dv4 laptop with vista home premium and
the issue is with the screen. when i first turn it on i get the message "press f1 to enter setup or the

power button to enter menu" but the screen is black. so then i press f1 and it brings me to the bios. i
have set the security to off and i can't seem to change that. does anyone know what i can do to fix
this? hello, i am having a problem with my laptop hp dv7 laptop. first i bought it and it worked fine,
but then i upgraded to windows 8.1 and ever since then it has been having screen problems. i went
into the bios and noticed that it is set to set to off, however i don't see any way to change that. if

anyone has any suggestions i would really appreciate it! it works like a charm for me. i did not find
any difficulty to enter bios. since the bios is the place where the basic settings are changed, i am
glad i could do it. so now i can enjoy my laptop again. just make sure to keep the cmos battery in

and do not remove it for more than a month because if it breaks, you will be unable to enter bios and
also to start your computer.
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first, we will need to look
at the motherboard's

internal battery. there is a
tiny battery with the

motherboard, this one
doesn’t make any

difference in bios. in case
of hp, there is a way to

reset hp bios password. it
is reset by using a

password to access the
bios by pressing f1, f2, f10
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or a combination of those.
the bios is the place where

you can change the
configuration settings. if

you want to reset the bios,
you need to use a

password. you can only
reset the bios on hp

branded motherboards.
this is generally the

easiest way to reset the
bios password. you need
to have the bios utility

connected to the
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motherboard. if the bios
utility is not connected or
it is not recognized as a
device, then there is no

way to reset the bios
password. the following
image shows the battery
you need to remove from

the motherboard. the
battery is a coin-shaped
battery and is used to
power the bios. if the

battery is removed, the
bios cannot be accessed
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because there is no power
source. remove the

battery and then power up
the computer, enter the
bios again. you will then

be able to access the bios.
the bios password is

changed to default by
entering the bios, the bios
is the place where you can
change the configuration
settings. once the bios is
set to default, you can

remove the battery from
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the motherboard. if you
are still unable to access
the bios and you get a
weird error message

during boot up, you will
need to go to load bios

defaults in bios and save
the changes to fix them.
once you enter the bios,
you can see a screen like

the one below. at the
bottom of the screen, you

should see the cmos
password. all you need to
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do is enter the password
when prompted. it will

then set the bios to
default. 5ec8ef588b
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